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Abstract

I conduct interviews with 32 Central Bankers from Emerging Markets, and present

five unifying themes that explain their behavior when reacting to a US monetary tight-

ening. I then estimate the impulse response functions of their two main monetary tools,

the policy rate and foreign exchange interventions, to an increase in the US rate, using

the answers from the interviews as a guide for the best econometric specification. I find

that most Central Banks react to a US tightening by raising domestic rates, regardless

of the exchange rate regime, but their reasons for doing so vary – from controlling

inflation to preventing capital outflows.
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1 Introduction

How do Emerging Market Central Banks react to changes in US monetary policy? And why,

for that matter, do they need to react at all?

It is no secret that central bankers around the world pay close attention to the Federal

Reserve’s actions, but their behavior in response to US monetary policy is often puzzling to

external observers. In 2015, for example, the Bank of Mexico rescheduled all its monetary

policy meetings to take place exactly one day after those of the Federal Reserve. Why did

authorities in Mexico, a country with a floating exchange rate, make interest rate decisions

based on those of the United States? In a similar vein, when the chairman of the Federal

Reserve hinted at the possibility of tighter US monetary policy in 2013, the Bank of Indonesia

responded by raising its own policy rate by 150 basis points. Why exactly does the prospect

of higher rates in the US lead to preemptive monetary tightening in an Emerging Market?

In this paper, I arrive at the answer by combining qualitative and quantitative empirical

techniques. First, I conduct extensive interviews with Emerging Market Central Bankers,

and I ask them how, and why, they adjust their monetary stance in response to a change in

policy by the Federal Reserve. Informed by their explanations, I then estimate the impulse

response functions of Emerging Markets’ policy rates, exchange rates, and foreign exchange

interventions, when faced with a change in US monetary conditions.

The results from this joint exercise can be summarized in three takeaways. First, when

the US tightens, Emerging Market Central Banks will generally respond by raising rates.

Second, this reaction is guided by one of two distinct reasons: either Central Banks are

reacting to a rise in inflation caused by currency depreciation, or they are trying to close

interest di↵erentials and prevent capital outflows. Floating exchange rate countries are more

often associated with the former approach, while countries with managed exchange rates are

likelier to be guided by the latter rationale. Finally, there are Central Banks that choose not

to adjust their interest rates in response to US monetary policy, and these also fall into two

distinct camps: some leave rates unchanged because they experience limited exchange rate

pass-through to inflation, others because they prefer to stabilize their currency using foreign

exchange reserves.

This paper, then, is an answer to both the ‘what’ and the ‘why’ of Emerging Market Cen-
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tral Banks’ reactions to changes in US monetary conditions. Very rarely are such questions

answered by bringing together qualitative and quantitative empirical methods, and yet the

behavior of monetary policy is especially suited to such joint methodological approaches:

monetary decisions are made by a relatively small number of experts in each country (who

often share similar technical backgrounds), a fact that maximizes the returns from interview-

based research. Interviews have the advantage of providing in-depth insights into the mo-

tivations of the participants involved; their limitation is that samples usually represent a

very small fraction of the total population, making results limited in their generalizability.

But monetary policy is one of the rare cases where this shortcoming does not apply. The

answers provided in the interviews I conduct for this paper, with close to three dozen Central

Bankers, describe how policy was conducted in a large share of the total number of Emerging

Markets. In addition, many of these insights can be reasonably generalized to the challenges

of monetary policy in other countries with similar macroeconomic environments.

These qualitative results become an important input for the quantitative approach used in

the second half of the paper. When estimating impulse responses, I rely on the answers

provided by Central Bankers both as a guide for the best econometric specification and as

an aid to interpret the results. For instance, monetary authorities claim to react to changes

in US monetary conditions within a month or two, so I choose to use monthly rather than

quarterly data. In addition, the fact that impulse responses show that policy rates increase

after a US tightening, for both floating and managed exchange rate countries, is much easier

to understand when one has previously asked their monetary authorities why.

This paper fits into a broader set of international macroeconomics literature focused on the

spillovers of US monetary policy. It supports the view that floating exchange rates may be in-

su�cient to isolate small open economies from shocks to global rates (Miranda-Agrippino and

Ricco, 2021; Rey, 2015), in contrast to the well-established international trilemma (Mundell,

1963). The fact that tighter monetary conditions in the US are contractionary for Emerging

Markets raises policy tradeo↵s of the type described in Auclert et al. (2021) and Pierre-

Olivier Gourinchas (2019), where Emerging Market Central Bankers must decide between

increasing domestic rates to stabilize the currency, or remaining passive to preserve domestic

credit conditions. These open questions are, in turn, the latest incarnation of decades of dis-

cussion on the subtleties of the trilemma, including whether and why Emerging Markets let

their currencies float at all (Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger, 2005; Shambaugh, 2004; Calvo

and Reinhart, 2002).
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On the specific question of how other Central Banks react to the Federal Reserve’s actions,

there has been plenty of research, but the answer has remained hard to pin down. When the

US tightens, Emerging Market policy rates have been estimated to go down (Degasperi et al.,

2020) just as they have been found to go up (Vicondoa, 2019). Similarly, a rise in US rates

has been associated with other countries’ currencies appreciating (Ilzetzki and Jin, 2021)

and depreciating (Kalemli-Özcan, 2019). An equally challenging task is determining the rea-

sons behind Central Bankers’ reactions, and the literature has advanced many possibilities;

monetary authorities that mitigate currency volatility, for instance, may be concerned about

its impact on inflation, or they may be weighing its e↵ects on dollarized liabilities (Ahmed

et al., 2021; Hausmann et al., 2001). Clearly these are di�cult questions to answer, and

having access to Central Bankers’ own explanations can be a useful resource when weighing

competing results.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides context, with an overview of how

monetary policy has changed across Emerging Markets (EMs) in recent decades, as well as a

brief literature review summarizing the main channels through which the Federal Reserve’s

actions influence economic conditions in the rest of the world. Section 3 presents the results

from the interviews: Central Bankers were asked a list of semi-structured questions during

half-hour conversations, inquiring about their policy priorities and the way a US monetary

tightening a↵ects their decisions. I summarize their answers and present five common themes

underlying their views. Section 4 presents impulse response functions for a number of EM

macroeconomic variables when the US tightens monetary policy. I show how results vary

depending on exchange rate flexibility, and how insights from the Central Banker interviews

can help explain why policy reacts the way it does. Section 5 concludes.

2 Background

2.1 International Spillovers of US Monetary Policy

The actions of the Federal Reserve have a significant impact on global economic conditions,

both through their e↵ects on US demand and by steering international capital markets.

These spillover e↵ects trigger movements in EM exchange rates, economic activity, and

inflation, with which Central Bankers on the receiving end must contend.
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Financial spillovers operate through at least three channels: widening interest di↵erentials,

raising sovereign risk spreads, and dampening the intermediation of domestic credit. The

first of these is straightforward: higher US rates pull capital away from EMs, as investors

reallocate their portfolios in search of higher yields; these capital outflows, in turn, depre-

ciate EM currencies against the dollar. For many countries, an abrupt weakening of their

currency constitutes an adverse shock to economic activity. While standard open-economy

models posit that depreciation boosts exports and is therefore expansionary (Krugman, 2014;

Mundell, 1963), many extensions of these models have shown that depreciation can be con-

tractionary for a variety of reasons – from raising non-bond yields to weakening firms with

dollarized liabilities (Blanchard et al., 2016; Céspedes et al., 2004; Edwards, 1985).

A second financial spillover is the e↵ect global banks’ cross-border activity: by raising funding

costs and disincentivizing leverage, higher US rates diminish the supply of loanable funds

within EMs. This risk-taking channel is further exacerbated by the currency depreciation

described above: when a country’s exchange rate weakens, so do the balance sheet positions

of its domestic borrowers, narrowing the lending capacity of local banks (Miranda-Agrippino

and Ricco, 2021; Bruno and Shin, 2015).

Finally, higher US rates also impact Emerging Markets by increasing sovereign risk pre-

mia. Since capital flows are determined by risk-adjusted interest di↵erentials, an increase in

sovereign spreads directly translates to further capital flight, placing additional pressure on

EM exchange rates (Kalemli-Özcan, 2019).

On the real linkages side, tighter monetary policy in the US will, in general, lead to a

reduction in the demand for EM exports, by e↵ecting a contraction in US activity.1 This

adverse shock is especially relevant for countries with a high degree of trade integration with

the US, but the Federal Reserve’s actions can also reach countries with limited real linkages,

by indirectly impacting their terms of trade. An oft-cited case is the e↵ect of a decrease in

US activity on the global price of oil and other commodities (Liu et al., 2016; Erceg et al.,

2009; Zhang et al., 2008).

1Not every increase in the federal funds rate need constitute an adverse shock to US output. In particular,
if the monetary tightening is conveying private information held by the Federal Reserve about the state of the
economy, and signaling stronger-than-expected future growth, it may lead to a rallying in financial markets
and boost current investment, which in turn might be good news for Emerging Markets (Bauer and Swanson,
2021; Hoek et al., 2020). For now, I focus on the implications of ‘pure’ rate hikes where this information
e↵ect does not play a major role, such that they are inevitably contractionary for the US economy, but I
come back to this issue in the Methodology section, where I discuss the identification of US monetary shocks
and how to account for the possibility of information e↵ects.
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What is the net e↵ect of these various spillovers on EM output? On average, the impact of

tighter Fed policy on US imports demand appears to cancel out with the export-promoting

channel of EM depreciation, leaving contractionary financial spillovers as the dominant force

(Ahmed et al., 2021; Avdjiev et al., 2019; Bernanke, 2017; Ammer et al., 2016). This result

is only a general depiction, however, as the influence of US monetary spillovers will vary

across countries depending on their specific characteristics, including financial openness,

macroeconomic fundamentals, and the stage of their business cycle (Iacoviello and Navarro,

2019; Aizenman et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016, 2014). A crucial feature that may insulate

EMs from the contractionary forces of an increase in US rates is their type of exchange rate

regime, a subject that I will turn to momentarily.

The financial spillovers from tighter US monetary policy a↵ect more than just EMs’ output

– they also may lead to rising inflation, as the ensuing currency depreciation will tend to

raise import prices. The magnitude of this exchange rate pass-through depends, again, on

country-specific macroeconomic characteristics, including the volatility of the exchange rate

and the credibility of monetary policy (Ha et al., 2019). But, in spite of this heterogeneity,

the vast majority of countries will experience some increase in inflation, with one-year pass-

through estimates ranging from 0.05 all the way to 0.5 (Sopromadze et al., 2021; Giuliano

and Luttini, 2019; Goldfajn and Werlang, 2000).

These international spillovers present a challenge for EM Central Bankers: if the contrac-

tionary e↵ects of tighter US monetary policy are sizable, and if pass-through to inflation is

high, the appropriate policy reaction to maintain price stability (raising the domestic rate)

stands in opposition to the monetary stance that would keep output close to potential (lower-

ing the policy rate). In fact, decreasing rates to stimulate economic activity may exacerbate

the initial problem, by widening interest di↵erentials and promoting further capital flight.

For this reason, monetary authorities may find it optimal to manage exchange rate volatility

through the use of foreign-exchange interventions, capital controls, or both. These decisions

define their monetary and exchange rate regime, and are the subject of the next subsection.

2.2 EM Monetary Policy vis-à-vis US Monetary Policy

When considering how other Central Banks might react to changes in the Federal Reserve’s

policies, a good starting point is the “Trilemma” of international macroeconomics, which
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holds that countries with an exchange rate that is pegged to the US must follow its policy

rate, unless they are willing to impose capital controls.

This principle was easily observable during the 1990s, when various countries in Latin Amer-

ica, Asia and Eastern Europe gave up control over the money supply and fixed their cur-

rencies to the dollar in an e↵ort to control inflation. By the end of the decade, however,

most countries moved away from de jure pegs and took incremental steps towards currency

flexibility; at present, the majority of EM regimes exist in a grey area between fixed and

floating, ranging from crawling pegs to semi-flexible moving bands. Figure 1, below, shows

the evolution of Emerging Market exchange rate arrangements over time, based on the 13

currency flexibility classifications by Ilzetzki et al. (2019). While some countries’ regimes still

fit the extremes of ‘hard peg’ or ‘fully floating’, most have adopted intermediate schemes.

The link between US and EM monetary policy under such currency arrangements is more

complex than in the clear-cut options presented by the Trilemma. In principle, countries

closer to a hard peg to the dollar should still find their policy rates swayed by the actions

of the Federal Reserve, although the fact that authorities are willing to allow some minimal

movement in the exchange rate may imply that this process will act with a lag, and not

fully one-to-one. Meanwhile, EMs on the more flexible end of the spectrum should retain

monetary independence unless their currencies experience severe depreciations, in which case

they would find it necessary to close, in whole or in part, the interest di↵erential with the

US. Empirically, this idea has found support in recent work, which shows that countries

with more flexible regimes are better able to manage their domestic rates when the Federal

Reserve adjusts its monetary stance (Obstfeld et al., 2019; Klein and Shambaugh, 2015).

Although intermediate regimes with more currency flexibility seem to grant authorities

greater control over their policy rates, recent advances in the literature have questioned

the idea that complete monetary independence is possible, even with fully floating exchange

rates. The reason being that the actions of the Federal Reserve drive a global financial cycle,

where tighter US policy lowers asset prices in other countries and places upward pressure on

the long end of their yield curves (Miranda-Agrippino and Rey, 2020; Aldasoro et al., 2020;

Rey, 2015). Edwards (2015) goes even further, showing that the influence of the Federal

Reserve on floating exchange rate countries may extend not just to the long end of their

yield curve, but to short rates and the policy rate as well. In these scenarios, exchange rate

flexibility does little to insulate EMs from the financial spillovers of the US. In a similar
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Figure 1: EM Exchange Rate Regimes since 1990

Note: Each color corresponds to a type of exchange rate regime, sorted by rigidity,
from currency boards and preannounced pegs to freely floating currencies.

Source: Own composition based on data from Ilzetzki et al. (2019).

vein, Kearns et al. (2018) contends that countries with flexible regimes may follow the global

reference rate for financial stability reasons.

Even under the assumption that monetary independence were feasible, however, EM Central

Banks may still follow the Federal Reserve of their own volition. Monetary authorities

concerned with stabilizing output during a downturn, for example, could raise rates when

the US tightens to prevent any further contractionary e↵ects from currency depreciation

(Auclert et al., 2021; Gopinath et al., 2020; Pierre-Olivier Gourinchas, 2019). Alternatively,

Central Banks faced with higher US rates may mirror the Federal Reserve simply by pursuing

their price stability mandate: in countries with high exchange rate pass-through to inflation,

currency depreciation triggers a surge in domestic prices, which may justify tighter monetary

policy even at the cost of a reduction in output (Ahmed et al., 2021; Calvo and Reinhart,

2002).

So far, the discussions presented above suggest that, either directly or indirectly, EM Central
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Banks are likely to be influenced by US monetary policy. Of course, this does not mean that

interest rates in Emerging Markets will follow those of the Federal Reserve immediately and

one-to-one, nor that every country will be equally susceptible. To illustrate, consider Figure

2, below, which shows the evolution of the US federal funds rate and EM policy rates over

the past three decades. If a relationship exists between them, there is significant variation in

the timing and size of such spillovers. This is to be expected, as the reaction of EM Central

Banks to changes in US monetary conditions will depend on their individual policy goals, as

well as the state of their business cycles.

Figure 2: US Rates and EM Rates

It is worth keeping in mind that di↵erent Central Banks have di↵erent policy goals (i.e.

di↵erent Taylor rules), particularly in light of an important institutional development that

has taken hold in recent years: the widespread adoption of inflation targeting. Currently,

24 out of 39 Emerging Market Central Banks (EMCBs) either follow an inflation targeting

framework or are in the process of adopting one (Ha et al., 2019). The reason this matters

within the broader issue of US monetary spillovers is that a strong commitment to price

stability can lead EM Central Banks to adjust the policy rate more aggressively in response

to capital outflows. Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger (2005), for example, suggest that wide

movements in interest rates are just as consistent with managed exchange rates as they are

with floating currencies whose Central Banks follow an inflation target; especially when ex-

change rate pass-through is high. Similarly, Ball et al. (1998) provides a simple model where
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authorities with a strong commitment to inflation targets are forced to stabilize currency

movements, because the transmission of interest rates to aggregate demand operates with a

lag, making it hard to manage short-term inflation by operating on the output gap alone.2

Where does this brief review of the “state of play” leave us? For one, the issue of whether

and how US monetary policy a↵ects other Central Banks’ actions is a persistent debate; very

much rekindled in recent years, and still an open question. Second, EM Central Banks have

experienced significant changes in their institutional frameworks since the 1990s. Currently,

most follow some intermediate exchange rate arrangement, somewhere between a float and

a peg, and many place inflation as a primary policy goal. Finally, the reactions of Central

Banks to changes in US monetary policy are likely to be country-specific: a general an-

swer will depend on whether the net e↵ect of international spillovers are contractionary or

expansionary, and whether exchange rate pass-through is a significant concern.

It is against the backdrop of these questions that I explore how EM Central Bankers choose

to conduct policy when faced with a US monetary tightening. The most recent, similar

work in intent is likely to be Degasperi et al. (2020), which estimates the response of a

number of macroeconomic variables in EMs to a US monetary shock within a Bayesian VAR

framework. Although the authors provide an insightful approach to recent international

monetary developments, my results disagree with theirs, in that I do not find that EMCBs

lower their rates in response to a US tightening; neither in my econometric results, nor in

the interviews I conduct with Central Bankers to whom I pose this very question.3

Another relevant paper is Kalemli-Özcan (2019): it explores the way US monetary shocks

drive country-specific changes in sovereign risk, which has a direct impact on interest di↵er-

entials and capital flows. The author’s findings complement, rather than overlap with, the

results from this paper: the role of country heterogeneity is front and center when discussing

susceptibility to changes in US monetary policy, but I do not delve into the implications of

country-specific changes in sovereign spreads.

2A strong commitment to keeping inflation in check is a common feature of most EMCBs. This commit-
ment may well be even more salient than in Advanced Economies, where inflation expectations have been
well anchored for decades. In many of the Central Banker interviews that I present in the next section,
a hawkish stance on inflation is a recurring theme, often motivated by the need to reassure the public of
authorities’ commitment to price stability. In Emerging Markets, this signaling act can be necessary because
economic agents’ expectations of future inflation are based as much on past changes in prices as they are on
the Central Bank’s announcements of future policy actions. See Ha et al. (2022); Coibion and Gorodnichenko
(2012) for a more extensive discussion.

3One potential reason why our econometric results di↵er is that we use di↵erent instruments for the US
rate when estimating the impulse responses.
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Finally, this paper seeks to contribute to international macroeconomics models, such as the

one in Plantin and Shin (2018), where assumptions about the behavior of EM Central Banks

play a sizable role in the analysis. The aforementioned work o↵ers a compelling theoretical

treatment of why floating exchange rates can help prevent international monetary spillovers,

and is built on the idea that small open economies’ Central Banks “think like the Federal

Reserve” – in that their interest rate rule responds to the increase in inflation triggered by

capital outflows and omits any e↵ects on asset prices. In my view, the findings from this

empirical paper contribute to such advances in the theory, by shedding light on the thought

processes of monetary authorities in small open economies.

To my knowledge, this paper is the first to conduct interviews with Central Bankers, collect

their responses into unified themes, and cross-check econometric results against their state-

ments. I hope this approach will inspire other researchers to combine qualitative insights

with quantitative techniques as a way to guide empirical work.

3 Interviews with Central Bankers

This section presents the results from the interviews held with 32 Central Bankers from 25

Emerging Markets, discussing their reactions to US monetary policy.

The content is divided in two parts: first, I provide a brief description of the interview design

and methodology (with a more extensive explanation included in the Appendix). Then I

present the main takeaways from the interviews, collected into a set of five themes that

summarize EM Central Bankers’ views.

The key message is that EMCBs generally worry about changes in US monetary policy

insofar as they trigger capital flows. When this happens, their main priority is to avoid an

acceleration of inflation. Depending on the degree of exchange rate pass-through to prices,

this may lead them to raise rates or intervene in foreign exchange (FX) markets to prevent

excessive depreciation. Countries with low pass-through coe�cients are more likely to let

their exchange rates float in this situation.

By and large, capital outflows are believed to be contractionary. Most Central Bankers,

however, would not lower the policy rate to fend o↵ this recessionary e↵ect, for at least

two reasons. First, when faced with rising inflation and declining output, many prefer to
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prioritize the former. In addition, many Central Bankers explain that if tighter US monetary

policy caused a severe downturn in their economies by way of capital outflows, it would be

more practical to prevent the depreciation in the first place than to engage in stimulus

through expansionary monetary policy.

3.1 Interview Methodology

The participants selected for the interviews were Central Bank authorities who were at the

helm of their country’s monetary institutions during the 2000-2021 period. Specifically,

current and former governors and deputy governors, whom I collectively refer to as ‘Central

Bankers’. I choose to interview participants who’ve held these roles because they are the

ones who directly decide their countries’ policy rates.

The sample includes Central Bankers from Argentina, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Bangladesh,

Belarus, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Georgia, India, Indonesia, Malaysia,

Mexico, Mongolia, Namibia, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Russia, South

Africa and Thailand. For some countries, I interviewed more than one Central Banker, often

covering many monetary administrations.

The interview type was semi-structured: five predetermined questions were posed during the

conversation, but I allowed Central Bankers to go o↵-course and discuss other issues too,

whenever they wanted to provide additional context or introduce other concerns of their

own. The main questions asked were:

1. “Suppose during your time at the Central Bank there had been a sudden, unexpected

increase in US rates. If your Central Bank had made no changes to its own policy rate,

would you have expected the e↵ect on your country’s output to be contractionary or

expansionary?”.

2. “Suppose instead that your country’s Central Bank were able to respond to this US

monetary tightening by adjusting its own policy rate. What would have been the most

likely response: increase rates, decrease rates or neither?

[For those who respond ‘increase’]: Would you raise rates by about as much as the US,

or more, or less? Why?”.
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3. “How long would it have taken for that change in your Central Bank’s policy rate to

happen?”.

4. “On a scale of 1 to 5 (with 1 being “not important at all” and 5 being “very relevant”)

please rate how important the following transmission channels to your own economy

would be, when deciding how to respond to a change in US rates: changes in bank

lending, domestic investment, capital flight, domestic inflation, and debt sustainabil-

ity”.

5. “Is a US rate increase equally as relevant as a US rate decrease? In other words, would

your monetary policy reactions display symmetry with respect to changes in US rates?

Why?”.

In designing the semi-structured interviews, I followed the recommendations in Miles and

Gilbert (2005): I chose questions that were brief, followed a logical progression, and reflected

testable implications from economic theory. For example, Question 1 asks the Central Banker

whether a US monetary hike would be contractionary or expansionary for their economy.

This sets the stage for them to discuss, in an unstructured manner, their economy’s salient

features and transmission channels. Only then do I move on to the next question regarding

their most likely policy reaction to such a shock.

Each question is designed to guide the choice and assessment of the econometric exercise

implemented in the next section of this paper. The answers to Questions 1 and 2 help

assess if the impulse response functions are in line with Central Bankers’ views. Question

3 provides a sense of the minimum frequency of the data that will be needed to accurately

detect Central Banks’ reactions. Question 4 identifies the main channels of transmission,

and control variables to consider when specifying the EMCB reaction function. Question 5

indicates whether nonlinearity should be a concern.

Of course, these conversations are more than just a guide for the econometric exercise: the

answers provided by Central Bankers are an empirical result of their own. In fact, semi-

structured interviews are a unique form of research in that they provide two di↵erent types

of results. First is the aggregation of the answers. For example, the percentage of Central

Bankers answering in the a�rmative to: “Is a US hike contractionary for your economy?”.

These results are presented in the figures below. Second, there are qualitative insights

provided by the unstructured answers to the interviews. When asked about their reactions
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to US monetary policy, Central Bankers didn’t stick to ‘yes’ or ‘no’: they wanted to explain

the economic context that they faced, their motivations when adjusting policy, and the

role played by constraints like dollarized private sector liabilities or a recent history of high

inflation.

The latter, more qualitative empirical results are harder to aggregate, but are especially

important to understanding why Central Bankers behave the way they do. Finding common

patterns in respondents’ answers, and matching their statements to underlying economic

theory, is as much a research challenge as econometric identification. In the rest of this

section, I aggregate the insights from Central Bankers’ extensive answers by summarizing

them into five key takeaways.

Interviews, like any other research method, have a number of shortcomings which have

been discussed at length in the literature. For this paper, the main objections of concern

are whether the sample is representative, and whether the answers obtained during the

conversations truly reflect participants’ beliefs.

When it comes to the representativeness of the sample, the research is robust on two separate

accounts: first, I have interviewed Central Bankers from enough countries to cover about a

third of all Emerging Markets. Second, the research satisfies the ‘data saturation’ criterion

that is commonly applied in qualitative fields: a sample is considered su�cient if no new

themes appear after a certain number of interviews (Guest et al., 2006).

The issue of whether participants are answering truthfully is harder to deal with. I have

followed the recommendations in the literature to maximize the likelihood of receiving candid

responses (Gill et al., 2008): I do not reveal Central Bankers’ identities, and avoided direct

questions that were likely to put interviewees in a di�cult position. For instance, I chose

not to ask whether Central Bankers used FX interventions to prop up their currencies.4

As far as candid answers go, one surprising feature of the interviews is the degree of trans-

parency with which the Central Bankers discuss politically sensitive issues, such as being

pressured by the executive to lower interest rates. Of course, the fact that many of the

interviewees were no longer at the helm of their Central Banks also made it easier for them

to discuss their policies transparently.

4Many Central Bankers nonetheless raised the issue of FX interventions on their own, in spite of it not
featuring in any of the predetermined questions.
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The transcripts of all interviews can be downloaded from the Online Appendix. It is very

important, however, to clarify that the statements from these interviews should not be

interpreted as the o�cial position of any of the Central Banks from the previously listed

countries. Instead, the interview answers should be understood as insights into the general

way that monetary policymakers think when balancing their competing goals.

3.2 Results

This section presents the outcomes from the semi-structured interviews with Central Bankers.

The figures in the next two pages show the aggregated answers to the questions listed above.

The majority of this section, however, is dedicated to describing five common themes that

emerge when Central Bankers explain how, and why, they react to a US monetary tightening.

The first theme is that Central Bankers almost unanimously see an increase in US rates

as contractionary for their economies, pulling capital away from Emerging Markets and

triggering currency depreciation.

Second, the majority of Central Bankers state they would react to a US monetary hike by

raising the domestic rate. Even among countries with floating exchange rates, almost half

of the interviewed Central Bankers say they would likely tighten monetary policy.5

Third, when EMCBs respond by raising rates, they often have di↵erent reasons for doing so.

Some tighten to reduce the ensuing interest rate di↵erential with the US and prevent capital

outflows, while others raise rates in response to an increase in domestic inflation caused

by currency depreciation. The latter view features prominently in countries with floating

exchange rates, and makes currency pass-through to inflation an important determinant of

EMCBs’ reactions to a Fed hike.

Fourth, many EMCBs with a managed exchange rate prefer to use FX interventions (instead

of the policy rate) to defend the value of their currency, at least over the short term. Put

di↵erently, just because a Central Bank pursues a more rigid exchange rate does not mean

it will respond to a US tightening by raising the policy rate in the short term, contrary to

what uncovered interest parity and an axiomatic view of the trilemma would dictate.

5When separating interview answers between ‘managed’ and ‘floating’ exchange rate regimes, I rely on
the country classifications from the Ilzetzki et al. (2019) dataset. The next section provides a more detailed
explanation of these definitions.
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Finally, a US monetary tightening is more likely to elicit a strong response in EMCBs than

a US monetary easing. Most Central Bankers agreed that their response to a change in

US rates would be asymmetric, with a reaction being much more likely when the Federal

Reserve tightens. A recurrent explanation for this behavior is that capital outflows are more

destabilizing to their economies than capital inflows.

These five key findings are explored in more detail below, providing quotes that highlight

why Central Bankers conduct policy the way they do. Taken together, these insights present

a renewed way to interpret the trilemma: having a floating exchange rate may not insulate

a country from raising rates in response to tighter monetary policy in the US, but this

result is mostly an outcome of Central Bankers’ own objective function – namely, their focus

on inflation. Meanwhile, countries that choose to manage their exchange rates (but not

to the extreme of a currency peg to the dollar) may, or may not, raise domestic rates to

prevent capital outflows: there are other tools authorities can use to defend their currency,

particularly FX interventions, at least in the short run.

Emerging Markets are, of course, very heterogeneous, and country-specific conditions influ-

ence EMCBs’ concerns. Some countries feature high levels of dollarization, others are very

sensitive to commodity prices, and such characteristics can amplify the e↵ects of a change

in US monetary policy. As is shown below, Central Bankers keep these issues very much in

mind.
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Question 1: “Would an unexpected increase in US rates be contractionary or
expansionary for your economy, assuming your Central Bank made no changes to

its own policy rate?”

Question 2: “How would you adjust your policy rate in response to an unexpected
increase in the US rate of 50 basis points?”

Question 3: “If you were to react and change the monetary stance, how quickly
would you expect this to happen?”
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Question 4: “On a scale of 1 to 5, how much do each of the following variables
influence your decision to respond, insofar as they are a↵ected by a change in US

rates?”

Question 5: “Is a US rate increase equally as relevant as a US rate decrease? (ie.
would your monetary policy reaction be symmetric?)”
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There are other relevant insights to be found in the full interviews beyond the five common

themes presented below – for instance, the relationship between a country’s recent history of

inflation and its Central Bankers’ emphasis on the policy rate as a tool used solely for price

stability. I leave these as venues for future research.

3.2.1 Theme 1: Fed hikes are contractionary, pulling capital away from EMs.

Most Central Bankers contend that contractionary monetary policy in the US is bad news

for the rest of the world. More than four out of five EMCBs in the interviews agreed that a

tighter monetary stance in the US would have a negative e↵ect on their economies’ output.

The main reason why tighter monetary policy is contractionary for EMs is that it triggers

capital outflows. The drying up of dollar liquidity reduces the provision of domestic credit,

‘flight to quality’ increases the yields on EM bonds, and the depreciation of the currency

puts pressure on domestic agents with dollar-denominated liabilities.

“It is clearly contractionary. It will immediately depreciate [our] currency,

almost on the moment it was announced (...), the depreciation will normally

carry a widening of the interest rate curve. So ceteris paribus everything

will be more contractionary”.

(Brazil)

“Contractionary. A wide interest di↵erential leads me to think of capital

outflows”.

(Thailand)

“Usually contractionary. The reason is that, if rates in the US increase,

our portfolio investors will want to move their money [away]. (...) There

are occasions when this does not happen, but only if our rates were already

very high”.

(Nigeria)
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“The textbook approach is ‘let the local currency devalue, so you rebalance

and adjust the current account’. But, in reality, for many countries with

a dollarized economy that’s a big problem. Because it increases the debt

burden of households, firms, businesses, heavily. Banks get nervous”.

(Georgia)

“I would expect capital to flow out. There would be instability in the cur-

rency and financial markets. Capital that came in pursuit of quick returns

would reverse. That would impact our growth”.

(India)

The fact that capital flows are Central Bankers’ primary worry when facing tighter monetary

policy in the US is in line with the findings in Ammer et al. (2016), where the net impact

of international spillovers from US monetary shocks is driven by the financial channel of

transmission.

Some qualifications are in order, though. First, the reasons behind the US tightening mat-

ter. Although the standard assumption is that higher rates in the US will increase interest

di↵erentials and pull money away from Emerging Markets, it is possible that they are a

signal of good news (as a response to better-than-expected performance of US output). In

such cases, tighter US monetary policy may imply stronger future demand for Emerging

Market exports, and this trade balance e↵ect may partially o↵set the financial channel of

transmission.

“The question is, why is the Fed doing that? Is it worried about inflation,

or does it raise rates because it sees growth perspectives that are much

better than expected? If a booming US economy is coming, that would

increase our trade balance”.

(Costa Rica)
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“The theory is: if the Fed is tightening preemptively because things are

going well, it shouldn’t be so bad. In my experience, it almost always is

[bad]. Talk to any Mexican - the minute they see the Fed raising rates, they

say ‘this is likely to be bad news’ and they run for cover”.

(Brazil)

Second, a small minority of EMCBs posit that an increase in US rates would be expansionary

for their economies, thanks to the impact of a depreciation on their external balance.

“On the one hand, [a US rate increase] might cause contraction in the

global economy, accompanied with plummeting commodity prices (...). On

the other hand, the capital outflow (...) would trigger exchange rate de-

preciation, and expansion of the external demand. Historically the latter

expansionary channels prevail”.

(Armenia)

3.2.2 Theme 2: The majority of EMCBs would react to a US monetary tight-

ening by raising the domestic rate.

Close to 65% of the interviewed EMCBs state they would increase rates in response to tighter

monetary policy in the US. The amount of the adjustment varies, with many favoring an

increase greater than one-for-one to compensate for the change in global risk aversion in

addition to the widening interest di↵erential with the US.

“When there is a raising cycle [in US rates], we not only raise synchronously,

but we raise a little more, because the dollar becomes more attractive and

we need to not only conserve, but make the peso more attractive”.

(Mexico)
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“Any increase in the US rate makes US treasuries more attractive. That

means that [investors] will almost immediately pull their funds back to

the US, and that pressures our exchange rate. And then you have to do

something. Most probably, you raise your own rates higher than what the

US has raised”.

(Nigeria)

In contrast, there are many Central Bankers who see no immediate reason to use their

monetary instrument to respond to such shocks. When asked whether they would react to

an unexpected increase in the US federal funds rate by changing their own domestic rates,

19% of the interviewed Central Bankers answered that it was uncertain. Many of these were

Central Bankers from countries with relatively flexible exchange rates, who contended that

the answer would depend on the stage of their business cycle. Of those who said that their

policy rates would not necessarily change, some cautioned that they would still likely see an

increase in bond yields, in line with the findings in Curcuru et al. (2018) and Rey (2015).

“We don’t follow the Fed these days. Take the Global Financial Crisis, for

example. The Central Bank of Chile lowered rates because there was an

economic contraction, not because it was following the US. And not only

because of that, but because inflation went down”.a

aThis quote does not necessarily imply that the participant was at the Central Bank
during the Global Financial Crisis.

(Chile)

“We did not follow the Fed rate basis point for basis point. There was a

stronger relationship between the US 10-year [bond yield] and our 10-year

[bond yield] than there was between the Fed policy rate and our policy rate.

The reason is that capital flows come from the bond market, not through

deposits”.

(South Africa)
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“The point is we had to maintain the [yield] di↵erential, (...) not the policy

rate di↵erential. (...) If we wanted to increase the yield, it had to come in

coordination with the government”.

(Indonesia)

Almost none of the interviewed Central Bankers believe they would react to tighter US

monetary policy by lowering their domestic rates. An important reason for this behavior

seems to be that, for many EMs, a depreciation lowers output but raises prices, not unlike

a supply shock. Faced with an increase in inflation and a decline in economic activity, most

Central Bankers choose to stabilize the former.6

“I would not react [to a US hike] by lowering rates. (...) It may have

happened that the Fed raised rates and we lowered, but it would be pure

coincidence”.

(Colombia)

“Lowering rates would make sense only if capital outflows generated such

a disinflation through their [contractionary] impact on economic activity

that they prompted us to lower rates, but I don’t see that happening. The

pass-through e↵ect [on inflation] weighs more”.

(Costa Rica)

“The exchange rate channel is much more important for our inflation than

the output channel. What I mean is that the contractionary e↵ect on our

economy from the rise in US rates is not enough to o↵set the inflationary

e↵ect of the depreciation”.

(Argentina)
6If depreciations are contractionary for EMs, then, in principle, their e↵ect on inflation might be unclear:

while the fall in output exerts downward pressure on prices, a weaker currency tends to raise the price level
by way of its e↵ect on imported goods. Those Central Bankers who weighed in on this issue suggested that
the latter force dominates in their countries; a position that is supported by the literature more broadly
(Carranza et al., 2009).
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“For countries like us, we’ve seen that the exchange rate harms both: it

raises inflation, but it also can really hit the banking sector hard”.

(Azerbaijan)

3.2.3 Theme 3: When EMCBs respond by raising rates, it is not always to

defend the currency.

Faced with tighter US monetary policy, some EMCBs raise rates to prevent capital outflows

and keep their exchange rates stable, while others raise rates because currency depreciation

puts upward pressure on their domestic inflation.

The behavior in the first group is representative of the usual prediction of uncovered interest

parity: to prevent capital outflows, countries must keep domestic rates close to the global

reference rate. For countries with a ‘hard’ peg to the US dollar, the reaction is, of course,

immediate and mechanical – their explicit policy rule is to follow the US federal funds rate.

For countries with a managed currency that is not completely pegged, the decision to follow

the Federal Reserve and close the interest di↵erential may happen with a lag, depending on

how long it takes for capital outflows to occur.

“Whatever change in the US rates, Bahrain will follow and do the same”.

(Bahrain)

“Usually you raise the same rate. But sometimes we waited for a little

while, to see what was the reaction in the market. (...) We waited for

a time, and when we saw that the market was really in need of a raise,

because there were [capital] outflows, then we raised. (...)”.

The other Gulf countries usually raise the same amount as the US. If the

Fed raises 50, they do 50. But in Oman we are a little more cautious”.

(Oman)
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“Investors are trying to exit on a short term basis to cover their positions.

So you have less demand on local currency borrowing, so the local currency

is depreciating, and when they exit they don’t want local currency, so more

depreciation. So you have immediate action that you have to take. (...) We

[would have responded by] overplaying the [policy rate] increase”.

(Georgia)

The second group of Central Banks that respond by raising rates corresponds to countries

with more flexible exchange rates, where depreciation leads to a significant rise in infla-

tion. This makes exchange rate pass-through, and the stage of the domestic business cycle,

important determinants of EMCBs’ reactions to a tightening in US monetary conditions.

“[People] would tell me: ‘Look at all these capital outflows, we’re going to

have a balance of payments crisis!’. And then I’d say: the currency will

adjust. If it happens that we get pass-through, and it generates inflation,

then I will react”.

(Brazil)

“We needed to have a view of what we thought the pass-through to inflation

was. So the question would be, what does today’s inflation rate mean for

inflation within 18 months? And we would respond to that. That was very

important for us. I think today our pass-through is about 0.15 or 0.20”.

(South Africa)

“If there was pressure on the exchange rate and that impacted the inflation

forecast, then we would have responded. (...) [But] pass-through has been

going down over time. Now it’s estimated to be between 0.15 and 0.20”.

(Costa Rica)
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“The channel would have been through exchange rate and inflation. It may

have taken longer, but eventually we may have [reacted]. Depends on where

we were on our cycle”.

(Russian Federation)

The fact that EMCBs might choose to let the currency depreciate and raise rates some

time later is revealing, as it addresses an open question within the literature introduced

in the previous section. If capital outflows, by way of tighter US monetary policy, are

contractionary for EM economies, Central Banks face a dilemma: they can either lower

rates to stimulate output, but jeopardize their inflation mandates, or they can raise rates

to contain the acceleration in prices, at the cost of further recession. According to the

interviews, many Central Bankers would prioritize inflation over the output gap, barring

exceptional circumstances. This view is supportive of a long line of research which has

contended that countries with a strong commitment to price stability may find it optimal

to tighten when global rates increase, regardless of their exchange rate arrangement (Levy-

Yeyati and Sturzenegger, 2005; Calvo and Reinhart, 2002). This view seems to be particularly

salient among EMCBs in countries that have adopted an inflation targeting framework.7

“The weight I would have put on the output gap, in my Taylor rule, was

zero. Because divine coincidence might not always happen, and price sta-

bility should always prevail”.

(Costa Rica)

“Our main mandate was inflation, that is what we most cared about, and

when we made decisions we looked first at inflation. (...) [But] how much

you care about inflation and how much you care about output is not black

and white”.

(Azerbaijan)

7In the interest of brevity I only include two quotes related to this point, but it is a remarkably common
view among the interviewed Central Bankers. Readers interested in conducting research on this behavior
are encouraged to consult all the interview transcripts in the Online Appendix.
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Some Central Bankers argued that their reaction to a US monetary hike is uncertain, and

in this case their answers can be divided into two camps. First, there are those who believe

they would not react under most circumstances, usually because they do not believe a rise in

US rates would jeopardize their inflation targets. Then there are those who argue they may

or may not react, depending on the stage of their business cycle at the time of the shock and

whether the ensuing depreciation is especially high.

“Why would I be concerned about US rates? Because my exchange rate

will depreciate and that will lead to higher inflation? Pass-through isn’t

high”.

(Chile)

“Suppose the US adjusts upward. We didn’t have to follow immediately,

because the recovery in our economy may not have been as strong as the

US recovery. (...) If we thought the timing was not good for us to increase

our own policy rate, then we didn’t have to follow”.

(Thailand)

3.2.4 Theme 4: EMCBs with managed exchange rates often rely on FX inter-

ventions rather than the policy rate to defend their currency.

Central Bankers often have an incentive to prevent strong movements in their currencies –

whether to avoid inflation, protect firms with dollar liabilities, or preserve the stability of

the banking system.

But, in contrast to what uncovered interest parity would dictate, many EMCBs do not

defend their currency by raising the policy rate to match the change in the US. Instead, they

use foreign exchange interventions.
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“Other Central banks prioritize the interest rate. In our case, we prioritized

our mixed policy, we would not have started by using the interest rate. (...)

We intervened in the spot market, in the forward market, and we also

intervened in the government bond yield secondary market. The exchange

rate policy would be the first policy taken.

(Indonesia)

“I would not have touched interest rates in the first place. Central Banks

do not admit that they use exchange rate policy (...). The first line of

defense is FX interventions, selling dollars, to give some comfort to the

market. The second line of defense would be macroprudential, and then

maybe some capital controls. Domestic interest rates would be the last

instrument, because it sends signals beyond the currency market”.

(India)

“Our reaction, rather than raise rates, was to sell reserves, and that’s some-

thing we shared with Southeast Asian countries. In times of volatility, we

gave markets exchange rate predictability. Brazil and Chile have a sizable

floating capacity, Mexico too. And the reaction for them could be to raise

rates”.

(Argentina)

Why do some Central Bankers prefer to use FX interventions as their main tool to defend

the currency? The answer is that, in their view, the policy rate may not always be the best

instrument to manage capital outflows: some prefer to use the policy rate exclusively to

control inflation, others are wary of the e↵ects on economic activity that come with raising

domestic rates to close the interest di↵erential.
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“Raising rates to combat capital outflows is not something you can win,

because the capital flight knows there is a limit to how much you can raise

rates. You can’t raise them to 100%. You’re not going to kill the economy.

If that’s your battle, almost surely you will lose it.

So you have to say: ‘I don’t really care, capital will do what it wants, I’m

focused on inflation’. And in the process you hope that capital basically

says: ‘If they will control inflation, the currency will not move much, and I

feel okay sitting here’ ”.

(India)

The fact that some Central Bankers might defend their currency through FX interventions

without raising the policy rate is at odds with an axiomatic view of the Trilemma and

the interest parity condition: in principle, any e↵ort to prevent depreciation that does not

involve closing the interest di↵erential should be doomed to fail, as capital outlflows would

continue until expected returns between both countries had been equalized. However, the

literature has long recognized that uncovered interest parity tends to hold better in the long-

run than the short-run (Engel et al., 2021; Chinn and Meredith, 2004; Fama, 1984). When

portfolio adjustments are costly, or financial frictions prevent asset holders from divesting

immediately, monetary policymakers can temporarily defend their currencies through foreign

exchange interventions alone, as capital slowly trickles out.

“Let’s say the initial foreign exchange interventions didn’t work, the pres-

sure was getting worse, and our local currency depreciated excessively. For

me, that’s the time when we would have increased our policy rate”.

(Indonesia)

3.2.5 Theme 5: a US monetary tightening has stronger e↵ects on EMs than a

monetary easing.

The vast majority of Central Bankers agreed that when the US adjusts its monetary policy

the e↵ects are nonlinear. Tighter US monetary policy has stronger implications than a rate
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cut, and is likelier to lead EMCBs to react. There are at least two reasons raised for this

asymmetry: first, global financial markets might be reacting di↵erently when the Federal

Reserve raises rates, particularly when it comes to perceptions of sovereign risk; second,

capital outflows may be more destabilizing to EMs than capital inflows.

“Our answer was faster when the Fed raised rates than when it lowered

them. When it cuts rates, markets are not fully integrated to reach us and

find opportunities in Chile, so there is asymmetry in the e↵ects. And we

need to study that asymmetry. The e↵ect is much faster when the Federal

Reserve’s rate goes up than when it goes down”.

(Chile)

“The e↵ect is not symmetric, because we overplay our rate increase, because

there’s a change in risk. We are more easily tolerant to the lowering of US

rates”.

(Georgia)

“No, [it’s not symmetric because] an increase entails more risk”.

(Mongolia)

“I would say there would be a certain element of asymmetry in the sense

that Fed hikes would be more of a concern for us, because of the capital

outflows. Fed cuts... we were a little less worried about capital inflows, and

had a sense we could handle them. Except in periods of extreme capital

inflows”.

(India)
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4 Central Banks’ Reactions in the Data

The interviews presented in the previous section portray unifying themes among EM Central

Bankers. Almost all see tighter US monetary policy as contractionary, and most would

respond by raising the domestic rate. Some do it to prevent capital outflows while others

are reacting to a rise in domestic inflation. And when Central Bankers try to stabilize the

currency, not all use the policy rate; some prefer to rely on FX interventions.

This section contrasts those themes against the data. I show how a US monetary tightening

impacts EMs’ policy rate, FX interventions, inflation, and exchange rate. I am especially

interested in corroborating the inflation-focused behavior described in the interviews.

The content is divided into three subsections. First, I introduce the methodology: using

Local Projections to estimate the impulse response functions (IRFs) of a number of EM

macroeconomic variables. Then, I present the results: when the US tightens, most EMs

tighten as well, and countries with managed exchange rates also conduct FX interventions

to stabilize their currency. I find evidence in support of the idea that Central Bankers in

floating exchange rate countries raise rates in response to pass-through to inflation. Finally,

I discuss a number of robustness checks.

4.1 Methodology

I estimate the impulse response of EM policy rates and a number of other macroeconomic

variables to a US monetary tightening, using a Local Projections with Instrumental Variables

(LP-IV) methodology. The baseline framework is described below, and an extension with

additional controls and no instrumental variables is presented in the following subsection.

Local Projections are a relatively novel method of estimating impulse response functions,

compared to more established approaches in the literature like Vector Autoregression (VAR).

A general introduction to LPs can be found in Jordà (2005); for a comprehensive discussion

of how this methodology’s estimates compare to those produced with a VAR, I encourage

the reader to consult Plagborg-Møller and Wolf (2021). In a nutshell, LPs estimate the same

impulse responses that VARs do, but the procedure is done separately for each horizon t+h,

regressing the future realization of the dependent variable on current and past covariates.
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I have relied on the insights from the interviews in the previous chapter to guide some of

my decisions on the best econometric approach. First, when it comes to frequency, I use

monthly data, since most EM Central Bankers agreed that their reaction to a US tightening

would happen within a few months or less. Second, since a large number of Central Bankers

mentioned that the e↵ect of changes in US rates is asymmetric (in that rate hikes produce

much stronger changes than rate cuts), I include an interaction term that captures the

would-be nonlinearity inherent to US tightening cycles. Finally, when instrumenting the US

rate using identified shocks from the literature, I rely on comments provided by the Central

Bankers to corroborate the results from the di↵erent econometric approaches; this last point

is explained in further detail in the next subsection.

The sample is composed of an unbalanced panel of 27 Emerging Markets covering the years

1990-2019. The sample is unbalanced for primarily two reasons: first, because some coun-

tries did not have a reference policy rate during certain periods (in particular, when their

Central Banks chose to target monetary aggregates) and, second, because I choose to drop

country-specific observations during episodes of severe monetary instability, such as the Latin

American hyperinflations of the early 1990s and the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997.

The countries included in the sample are: Argentina, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Brazil, Chile,

Colombia, Costa Rica, Georgia, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Israel8, Jordan, Korea, Malaysia,

Mexico, Mongolia, Nigeria, Pakistan, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Russia, South

Africa, Thailand and Turkey.

When estimating impulse responses, I will often split the sample between countries with

flexible exchange rates and those with more predetermined ones. To determine the exchange

rate regime I rely on the dataset from Ilzetzki et al. (2019). I define a country as having

a ‘managed’ exchange rate if its regime is a de facto crawling band that is narrower than

2 percent, or anything more rigid than that (such as a crawling peg or a preannounced

horizontal band). The remaining countries, mostly those with moving bands and managed

floats, I refer to as ‘floating’.9

The data sources for the variables included in the regressions are described in the Appendix.

8Although Israel and Korea are currently considered Advanced Economies, I include them in the sample
because they were categorized as EMs for a relevant portion of the period of interest. They share a similar
monetary history with other EMs, having contended with very high inflation during much of the 1980s.

9In terms of the Ilzetzki et al. (2019) dataset, I define ‘floating’ as any country with a Coarse Classification
Code between 3 and 4.
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4.1.1 Local Projections

To find the response of a given variable y for country i to a tightening of US monetary policy,

I estimate the following equation:

yi,t+h = �0,i + �1,h · iUS
t + �2,h · (�t · iUS

t ) + �3,h · �t +
kX

j=1

�0
t�j�4,h + ⌧ 0t�5,h + ✏t+h (1)

For h = 0, 1, 2....

Where iUS is the US rate, �t is a dummy variable equal to 1 during periods of US monetary

tightening and 0 otherwise,10 and � is a vector of lagged controls which includes the depen-

dent variable y and the US rate. Finally, ⌧ is a vector of linear and squared time trends; I

include these because many emerging markets experienced moderate-to-high inflation during

the 1990s, which was only brought under control around the turn of the century, and, as a

result, their nominal policy rates exhibit a downward trend. The term �0,i indicates country

fixed e↵ects (Jordà and Taylor, 2016). The term �1,h + �2,h captures the e↵ect of a US

monetary tightening on the dependent variable of interest.

Note that h is the number of time periods in the IRF horizon, and k is the number of lags

for the controls. I set h = 12 because my interest is in the short-to-medium run reactions in

EM monetary policy. The number of monthly lags is set to k = 12, following the literature

standard of four quarterly lags (Ramey, 2022) and in keeping with the finding that Local

Projections perform best when the number of lags is at least equal to the IRF horizon. Since

LP residuals are autocorrelated by construction, I use heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation-

robust (HAC) standard errors.11 Note also that the regressions given by equation (1) are

10I define these periods of monetary tightening as: December 1992 to December 1994 (corresponding to
the ‘preemptive anti-inflationary action’ that marked the beginning of the announcements of a federal funds
rate target), January 1999 to November 2000 (the cautious tightening period that began with the reversal
of the 75 basis point easing from Fall 1998), January 2004 to August 2007 (corresponding to the period of
gradual, protracted increases in rates that ended with the global financial crisis), and April 2014 to July
2019 (when the Federal Reserve embarked on a joint normalization e↵ort involving short-term rates and the
unwinding of its large-scale asset purchases program). See Potter (2018); Rudebusch (2007); Goodfriend
(2002) for a detailed account.

11Recent advances in the literature have shown that HAC standard errors are unnecessary if one uses
lag-augmented Local Projections with heteroskedasticity-robust Eicker-Huber-White standard errors. This
approach, however, is only valid when the one-step-ahead forecast errors in the VAR representation of the
data are conditionally mean-independent of future forecast errors. Since the results in this application
do not change much regardless, I err on the side of the more conservative option. See Montiel Olea and
Plagborg-Møller (2021).
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specified in levels; LPs can be conducted either in levels or first-di↵erences, and I choose the

former given that interest rates cannot be nonstationary (as they are limited by the zero

lower bound).12

The key EM dependent variables of interest are the monetary policy rate, inflation, the

exchange rate (in logs), and the Central Bank’s FX reserves (also in logs). Later I will

extend the analysis by also estimating the response of inflation expectations, using a more

limited sample.

There are two main challenges in properly identifying the changes in US monetary policy

reflected in equation (1). First is the question of which interest rate better represents the

US monetary stance - that is, the term iUS. Second is the problem of endogeneity, which

may arise, for example, if the Federal Reserve were reacting to economic developments that

are in turn a↵ected by changes in US monetary policy.

On the question of which measure of the interest rate to use, there are many possible choices,

from the US policy rate (the federal funds rate) to yields on US government bonds. The

federal funds rate is especially appealing because it is the explicit reference rate for countries

with hard pegs to the dollar, most of which set their own policy following a mechanical rule

such as “the federal funds rate plus a risk premium of X percentage points”. Unfortunately,

the federal funds rate is also an imperfect measure of the monetary stance of the US because

of the zero lower bound period. During and after the global financial crisis, the Federal

Reserve was unable to lower the policy rate below zero, but still pursued unconventional

easing policies, which the federal funds rate does not adequately capture. The yield on

1-year US treasuries features a similar problem.

For this reason, I use the Wu and Xia (2016) “shadow federal funds rate”, a model-derived

measure of the US monetary stance. The shadow rate is an estimate of what the e↵ective

federal funds rate would have been if it could dip below zero, estimated from a term structure

model using one-month forward rates. Whenever the shadow rate is above 25 basis points, it

is equal to the model-implied one-month rate by construction. Hence, the shadow rate tracks

the actual US policy rate during normal times, but adequately reflects its counterfactual

foray into negative territory during zero lower bound periods.13 Figure 8, below, shows the

12Although it is impossible for them to be nonstationary, previous research has shown that policy rates are
long memory processes that often behave similarly to one with a unit root (Caporale et al., 2017; Shea, 1991;
Campbell and Shiller, 1987). This is another reason why I include a large number of lags in the regressions.

13Using yields on longer-term bonds, such as the US 10-year yield, would avoid the zero lower bound
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evolution of both monetary measures over time.

The shadow rate also reflects the monetary stance that appears to be most relevant to EM

Central Bankers, as explained in their interviews: most of them react to changes induced

by US policy on financial conditions, rather than to changes in the headline federal funds

rate itself. Since the shadow rate is constructed from observed forward rates, it can better

capture the financial sentiment implied by changes in US monetary policy (Christensen and

Rudebusch, 2016).

Figure 8: Federal Funds Rate vs Shadow Rate

Having decided on a measure for the US rate, there remains the issue of bias in estimating (1)

through OLS. One potential problem is simultaneity, if the Federal Reserve’s actions a↵ect

the dependent variables while these, in turn, influence the policies of the Federal Reserve.

Then there is the issue of anticipation: changes in US rates may already have been expected

and “priced in” by the market, such that when the actual policy change occurs it no longer

triggers any movement in the dependent variables of interest.

Simultaneity is a relevant concern when dealing with the e↵ects of the Federal Reserve’s

actions on US economic conditions, but much less so when dealing with Emerging Markets.

problem, but would confound market expectations of future short-term interest rates with the risk of holding
longer-maturity assets. See Christensen and Rudebusch (2012) for further detail on the decomposition of
nominal yield curves into short-term rate expectations and term premia.
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It is hard to argue that the Federal Reserve sets its policy rate in response to a recession in

Chile or rising inflation in South Africa. Although this was not always the case, international

considerations appear to have played little to no role in the institution’s decisions since at

least the 1980s (Eichengreen, 2013). Simultaneity is therefore not likely to be a significant

source of bias.14

The question of anticipated versus unanticipated changes in US monetary policy cannot be as

easily dismissed, though. There is an extensive literature showing that market expectations

of future federal funds rate changes can and do influence economic activity and asset yields,

and an equally vast amount of research on how monetary authorities have sought to influence

such expectations through forward guidance (D’Amico and King, 2015; Papadamou, 2013;

Bernanke et al., 1997). For the purposes of this paper, a key confounding factor may stem

from EM equity and bond market portfolio reallocation based on expected changes in future

US monetary policy; especially given that, in the interviews, many Central Bankers rated

capital flight as one of their biggest concerns.15 The presence of foresight not only implies

that the timing of the change in the dependent variables of interest may be hard to pin

down, but also that the underlying process may have a nonfundamental moving average

representation, which renders standard VAR identification schemes inapplicable (Ramey,

2016).

For these reasons, my preferred approach to estimate equation (1) is to use Local Projec-

tions with Instrumental Variables (LP-IV). In the next subsection, I describe the LP-IV

specification in detail, then I present an alternative LP approach without instrumenting the

shadow rate, and explain why its results may provide useful insights in spite of the poten-

tial endogeneity. The IRFs produced by both approaches are then presented in the Results

subsection.

4.1.2 Local Projections with Instrumental Variables

The use of instrumental variables methods to estimate the dynamic causal e↵ects of a mone-

tary shock is well documented in the literature. When using Local Projections, the procedure

14See Blanchard et al. (2015) for an example of the role played by this assumption within a VAR framework
to estimate the e↵ect of global capital flows on FX interventions.

15A separate, but similar econometric issue would arise if EM Central Banks themselves make policy
choices based on expectations of future US rates for additional reasons unrelated to financial markets. The
econometric approach proposed in this paper would deal equally well with this other scenario.
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is straightforward: one substitutes OLS for the usual 2SLS approach, applied to each h-step

in the horizon of interest. The choice of an external instrument must satisfy three condi-

tions: the first two, relevance and contemporaneous exogeneity, are the standard conditions

to minimize bias in any general IV context. The third, lead-lad exogeneity, is due to the

dynamic nature of the data, and can be summarized as the requirement that the instrument

be uncorrelated with past structural shocks (Stock and Watson, 2018).

Many external instruments have been developed in the literature as an identification tool

for changes in US monetary policy. The methodologies used to construct them vary, from

harnessing narrative sources (Romer and Romer, 2004), to exploiting variation in the Federal

Reserve’s information set (Bachmann et al., 2021), to the use of high-frequency data (Bauer

and Swanson, 2022; Miranda-Agrippino and Ricco, 2021; Gertler and Karadi, 2015; Kuttner,

2001). As a result, each instrument has its own advantages; some are able to account for

informational rigidities, others incorporate announcements made by the Federal Reserve

Chair (Bauer and Swanson, 2022). High-frequency methods, which rely on the movement of

federal fund futures around a narrow window of time to identify unexpected changes in US

monetary policy, are especially likely to meet the lead-lad exogeneity condition in LP-IV:

their movement reflects, by construction, a measure of the change in US monetary policy

that was unforeseen by financial markets in spite of previously realized structural shocks.

Of the many options available, I choose the high-frequency instrument from Jarociński and

Karadi (2020) for two reasons. First, because it is among those with longer coverage, span-

ning the entire 1990-2019 period. Second, because it distinguishes between pure US monetary

shocks (a monetary tightening expected to have contractionary e↵ects on the economy) and

information shocks (a monetary tightening interpreted as conveying stronger-than-expected

future growth). Recent research has shown that, when assessing the e↵ect of US monetary

policy on Emerging Markets, failing to disentangle these two types of monetary surprises

may lead to inaccurate results (Camara, 2021).

Since equation (1) includes an interaction term, (iUS
t · �t), the LP-IV regression requires two

instruments. The first, Z1, is simply the Jarociński and Karadi monetary series. I construct

the second as: Z2
t = Z1

t · �t.
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4.1.3 An Alternative Approach: Local Projections without Instrumental Vari-

ables

Although LP-IV is my preferred approach for estimating equation (1), the exogeneity ob-

tained from high-frequency identification shocks comes at a price. By relying only on surprise

changes in Federal Reserve policy, these identified shocks ignore any episodes of monetary

tightening that were predicted by markets.16 The reason this is a problem is that fully antic-

ipated exogenous shocks can still lead to changes in a small open economy’s monetary policy.

A temporary and fully expected change in money demand, for instance, should lead coun-

tries with predetermined exchange rates to experience a sudden drop in reserves, whereas

authorities in countries with floating currencies should experience a downward shift in nom-

inal rates (Vegh, 2013).17 Precisely because anticipated changes in US monetary conditions

matter, the use of monetary shocks identified through surprises in federal funds futures risks

throwing out a large amount of useful information.

For this reason, I also estimate (1) through LP without instrumenting the shadow rate, iUS,

in a similar vein to Jordà et al. (2020), using the following equation:

yi,t+h = �0,i + �1,h · iUS
t + �2,h · (�t · iUS

t ) + �3,h · �t +
kX

j=1

�0
t�j�4,h +

kX

j=1

X 0
t�j�5,h + ⌧ 0t�6,h + ✏t+h

(2)

For h = 0, 1, 2....

Since I am no longer estimating the equation through the use of an external instrument,

the issue of endogeneity reappears. To account for the possibility of omitted variable bias,

I include an additional vector of controls, X, which comprises inflation and economic ac-

tivity, the two main inputs in most Central Banks’ Taylor rules, as well as the exchange

rate, to account for countries where monetary policy involves managing the local currency.18

16For instance, if the Federal Reserve were to increase rates by 100bp on a given day, and Fed Funds
futures prices did not change, it would be assumed that the adjustment was entirely foreseen by financial
markets, and so the monetary shock for that day would be zero.

17This is also the case for countries where the capital account is not fully open. I explore this in more
detail when discussing robustness checks in the Results subsection.

18Note that I am choosing to use realized inflation rather than inflation expectations. In contrast to
Advanced Economies, where inflation expectations have been well-anchored for decades, in Emerging Markets
they are markedly backward-looking. This makes recent inflation data very relevant for Central Bankers’
policy decisions (de Mendonça, 2018). In addition, using actual inflation allows me to rely on a larger sample,
as data on inflation expectations is limited.
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Controlling for domestic economic activity is particularly important because, if the Federal

Reserve’s actions are prompted by changes in global conditions that also a↵ect EMs’ output,

the orthogonality assumption of the error term would no longer hold. I use national monthly

economic activity indices whenever they are available, and monthly industrial production

otherwise. Since some countries have neither, and for many that do the data begins well into

the 21st century, the sample for this alternative approach is smaller. For details on the data

sources, and the country and time composition of this reduced sample, see the Appendix.

The IRFs produced with this alternative approach are presented in the next section. In

principle, one would expect the estimated e↵ect of a US monetary tightening for EMs with

managed exchange rates to look similar with either the LP or LP-IV methodologies. In

addition, if exogeneity of the shadow rate is not a sizable problem, then the two approaches

should also lead to similar results for countries with floating exchange rates.

4.2 Results

This section presents the IRFs of EM macroeconomic variables when the US tightens mon-

etary conditions, estimated using the LP-IV and LP methodologies described above. My

interest is in how EM Central Banks choose to conduct monetary policy in reaction to

higher US rates, so I will focus on the two main tools highlighted by authorities: the policy

rate and FX interventions.

The empirical results introduced in this section should inform our thinking of the evidence

presented in the qualitative interviews section, and viceversa. If the estimated IRFs show a

pattern consistent with most of the views expressed in conversation with Central Bankers,

it reinforces the validity of the five main themes presented earlier. In addition, the Central

Banker interviews provide an opportunity to understand why the IRFs behave the way

they do: rather than just use data to show that policy rates across EMs rise when the

US tightens, we can refer to Central Bankers’ explanations for their reasoning behind such

decisions. In particular, authorities from countries with rigid exchange rates tend to either

focus on closing the interest rate di↵erential, provide FX to cushion currency depreciation,

or both; meanwhile, authorities in countries with flexible exchange rates tend to raise policy

rates only when inflation rises. I will show that, indeed, the qualitative and quantitative

evidence appear to match.
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4.2.1 US monetary policy and global financial conditions.

I begin by corroborating the e↵ect of a US monetary tightening on global financial conditions:

according to both EM Central Bankers and varied findings in the literature, higher US

rates imply a more challenging financial environment, triggering capital outflows and higher

investor risk-aversion (Miranda-Agrippino and Rey, 2020; Kalemli-Özcan, 2019).

Figure 9, below, shows the change in capital flows (equity, debt, and total flows) in response

to a 100bp increase in the US shadow rate, estimated as in equation (1). Capital outflows are

immediate and sizable: starting in the first month of the policy change, there are continuous

retractions in the order of 0.5 standard deviations in both equity and debt asset classes.

Global risk aversion also increases. The VIX volatility index rises around 10 to 20 points

during the first few months after the shock, and remains higher over the rest of the year.

Figure 9: VIX and Capital Flows IRFs

4.2.2 EMs’ response to tighter US monetary policy.

I now turn to the response in EMs’ monetary policy when faced with a US tightening.

Using LP-IV, as reflected in equation (1), I estimate the impulse response function of EM

policy rates to a 100bp increase in US rates. I begin by conducting the exercise using

all countries in the panel, then I split the sample between floating and managed exchange

rate countries and estimate the impulse responses for both subsets. Distinguishing between

exchange rate regimes is important for two reasons: first, because countries with managed

currencies are more likely to take actions to resist capital outflows that would depreciate their
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currency. Second, because, as explained in the previous section, policy rates in countries with

predetermined exchange rates should react to US monetary shocks even when such changes

are fully anticipated, and it is for this set of countries that estimation through LP rather

than LP-IV can be especially useful.

Figure 10, below, shows the results. When the US tightens, EMs tighten as well, regardless of

their exchange rate regime. The magnitude of the reaction appears broadly in line with the

explanations provided by Central Bankers: over the course of a year, EM rates rise between

1 and 1.5 percentage points.

Figure 10: Reaction of EM Policy Rates to a 100bp US tightening (LP-IV)

Although LP-IV estimation is my preferred approach, it is also helpful to estimate the change

in policy rates using Local Projections with OLS, for the reasons explained in the previous

section. One would expect that the direction of the change in EM policy rates, if not the

magnitude, should coincide with LP-IV, particularly for countries with heavily managed

exchange rates. Figure 11, below, shows the IRFs estimated using equation (2): here, again,

EMs appear to tighten monetary policy in response to higher US rates, irrespective of the

exchange rate regime.

Since these results are obtained from panel regressions, it is worth considering whether they

might be somehow driven by the way countries have been aggregated, or the behavior of

specific outliers. Another way to phrase this question is to inquire if the LP-IV and LP

specifications would accurately capture Central Bankers’ responses on a country-by-country

basis. To corroborate, I conduct these same regressions in time series form (that is, one

country at a time) for a specific set of countries whose Central Banker interviews have
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Figure 11: Reaction of EM Policy Rates to a 100bp US tightening (LP)

contributed empirically verifiable statements about their policy rate reaction, and compare

the econometric results with the behavior described by the Central Bankers themselves.

Table 1 shows the outcome from this exercise. Whenever a country’s specific IRF matches

the statement provided by its Central Banker, in terms of the direction of the policy rate’s

response, I mark that case with a checkmark (X). If the estimated response directly con-

tradicts the statement, I mark that event with a cross (⇥). If standard errors are too large

to tell, or if data is insu�cient for that specific country –for example, if there is no monthly

economic activity data that would allow me to estimate equation (2) using LP– I leave a

blank space in that cell. In general, both Local Projections approaches appear to perform

fairly well.
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Table 1: IRF Results compared to Central Banker Statements

Central Banker Statement LP-IV LP

“When the US raises rates, we raise by about as much, or a little
bit more” (Mexico)

X X

“If rates in the US go up, we raise to avoid the capital outflow”
(Nigeria)

“I would not react to a positive Fed shock by lowering rates”
(Colombia)

X X

“If inflation remains stable, with no impact on the exchange rate,
that may not make an upward adjustment necessary” (Philippines)

X X

“Unless there is a strong pressure on the exchange rate, we wouldn’t
be reacting” (Azerbaijan)

⇥

“I don’t see [us lowering rates]. The pass-through e↵ect weighs
more” (Costa Rica)

X ⇥

“To my knowledge, the Fed rate didn’t a↵ect us” (Poland) ⇥ X
“Depends on where inflation is. We don’t follow the Fed these days”
(Chile)

X X

“We are pegged to the US, we need to change the rate along with
the US dollar” (Oman)

X

“If there were portfolio outflows, we would have to increase our
rates” (Pakistan)

“The most expected policy reaction would be to increase the rates
at around the same or somewhat lower magnitudes.” (Armenia)

X

“We will allow the currency to float. If it happens that we get pass
through and inflation, then I will react” (Brazil)

⇥ X

(X): IRF matches Central Banker’s statement. (⇥): IRF does not match Central Banker’s statement.

A blank space indicates that the IRF’s standard errors were too large to tell, or that data was unavailable

for that country.
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Next, I consider Central Banks’ policy reactions through FX interventions. Although domes-

tic rates tend to be the main instrument with which authorities conduct monetary policy,

many Central Bankers also highlighted the sale of foreign exchange as an important go-to

resource when dealing with exchange rate volatility (some have even described these inter-

ventions as their “first line of defense”). I use only LP-IV estimation from now on, given

that reactions in these variables are much more likely to occur as a result of capital outflows

triggered by unanticipated US monetary shocks.19

Figures 12 and 13 show the impulse response functions for FX interventions as a percentage

of total Central Bank FX reserves, as well as the change in the overall level of FX reserves.

Data on direct FX interventions is sourced from Adler et al. (2021), but is only available for

years 2000-2019, which is why I also include the reaction in total FX reserves levels, sourced

from IMF (2022) and covering the entire 1990-2019 period, as a complementary measure of

intervention. To provide a complete picture of developments in foreign exchange markets, I

also estimate the IRF for the nominal exchange rate (sourced from the latter dataset).

Figure 12: Managed Exchange Rate Country IRFs

Results can be summarized as follows: when the US tightens, capital outflows cause EM

19IRFs estimated through LP are available upon request.
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Figure 13: Floating Exchange Rate Country IRFs

currencies to depreciate against the dollar. FX interventions are much stronger and persistent

for countries with managed exchange rates, often reaching monthly totals close to 5% of total

reserves. In contrast, FX interventions in countries with floating exchange rates are smaller

and less frequent, closer to 2% of available reserves when they do occur.

While many of the results presented above appear intuitive, the fact that tighter US monetary

policy leads to higher interest rates in EMs with floating exchange rates is less so. After

all, the Trilemma states that countries with currency flexibility should not be forced to

follow the Federal Reserve.20 Central Bankers from floating exchange rate countries provide

an explanation for this phenomenon in the interviews section: it is not that they raise

rates because they need to follow the Federal Reserve, but rather because tighter US policy

depreciates their currencies, which raises domestic inflation and calls for tighter monetary

policy at home.

20One possible explanation could be that the allegedly floating countries are actually managing their
exchange rates, but there are two reasons to believe this is not the case. First, the Ilzetzki et al. 2019
exchange rate regime categories that I use for this analysis are based on de facto measurements, not countries’
o�cially declared regimes. Second, the above figures show that EMs with floating exchange rates conduct
much less sizable FX interventions when US rates rise than those with managed regimes, which suggests
that defending the currency is not their main goal.
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Does the data support this idea? I estimate the IRFs of inflation and inflation expectations

for the subset of countries with floating exchange rates, and find that it does. Figure 14 shows

both measures of inflation increasing between half a percentage point and one percentage

point, in tandem with a currency depreciation of around 10%. The domestic rate, as shown

in previous figures, increases around 1 to 1.5 percentage points, with policy remaining tight

over the rest of the year. After the first quarter, the change in inflation expectations reverts

and trends down; the increase in realized inflation is longer lasting. These magnitudes appear

consistent with available estimates of exchange rate pass-through to inflation in Emerging

Markets (Ha et al., 2019; Forbes et al., 2017; Goldfajn and Werlang, 2000).

Data on realized inflation, defined as the 12-month change in the consumer price index, is

sourced from IMF (2022). Inflation expectations are obtained from Consensus Economics

(2022). Data on the latter, however, is only available for the 2000-2019 period, and covers a

smaller number of countries than that in the full panel, as explained in the Appendix.

The reaction in the price level for countries with managed exchange rates is less immediately

relevant for the purposes of understanding the motivation behind their reactions (since in-

terest parity accounts for higher rates in response to a US monetary tightening under such

regimes, and many of the interviews with Central Bankers from said countries corroborate

that idea). I nonetheless conduct the estimation, and the resulting figures are included in

the Appendix. I find that inflation also rises for this subsample as well, with expectations

rising only mildly and then decreasing quickly after the first quarter.

4.3 Robustness Checks

To corroborate the results presented above, I conduct two separate robustness tests. First,

I re-estimate the LP-IV IRFs using additional controls, chosen from those variables that

appeared prominently in the Central Banker interviews of key concerns: inflation, economic

activity and the exchange rate. I also include sovereign spreads, to capture the international

risk spillovers highlighted by the literature (Kalemli-Özcan, 2019), and which some Central

Bankers also mentioned as important.

Next, I turn to the issue of capital mobility. The monetary policy choice presented by the

Trilemma (following the Federal Reserve or letting the exchange rate float) is only binding

when international investors are allowed to arbitrage financial returns between small open
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Figure 14: Depreciation and Inflation in Floating Exchange Rate Countries

Note: “Inflation (Realized)” refers to the percentage change in the consumer price index, compared to the
same month in the previous year. “Inflation (Expected)” refers to one-year-ahead inflation expectations.

economies and the US. If capital controls are su�ciently stringent, this condition will no

longer hold. To account for this possibility, I re-estimate the regressions using a smaller

sample, dropping countries with a measure of capital controls above the 80th percentile,

based on the index from Fernández et al. (2015) updated to 2021. While this leads to larger

standard errors for some variables, the same overall picture persists.

In addition to these robustness tests, it would also be possible to use a di↵erent measure of

the US monetary stance; two obvious candidates would be the federal funds rate and the

market yield on 1-year US treasuries. For the reasons discussed in the Methodology section,

I do not believe either of these measures would be correct, but regressions results that rely

on these variables are available upon request. Qualitatively, results remain the same, but

the magnitude of the reaction in EM policy rates and FX interventions is larger.
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5 Conclusion

By bringing together qualitative and quantitative empirical methods, I present a number of

common themes across EM monetary authorities, and show how these translate into specific

reactions to a US monetary tightening.

Emerging Market Central Banks seek to maintain economic stability. Their goal is to min-

imize output fluctuations, keep inflation low and steady, and, for some, prevent excessive

currency volatility. When the US raises rates, its actions a↵ect the rest of the world through

a number of spillover channels, chief of which is a change in global financial conditions. In

general, Central Banks tend to respond by raising rates, but the reasons for doing so vary

and depend on their exchange rate regime. In countries with managed exchange rates, mon-

etary authorities will tend to raise rates to close the interest di↵erential, although foreign

exchange interventions also feature prominently in the policy mix. In countries with float-

ing exchange rates, the Central Bank’s actions may not be guided by a desire to preserve

interest parity, but the ensuing exchange rate pass-through to inflation will often lead them

to tighten domestic rates nonetheless, in order to fulfil their price stability mandate.

The general picture emerging from these findings is that of a world where US monetary

policy has irresistible e↵ects on the rest of the world, and where the choice of exchange

rate regime does not completely isolate countries from the actions of the Federal Reserve.

These results contribute to a growing literature on international monetary spillovers, global

financial cycles, and the dominant role of the US in financial networks.

Many of the stylized facts from the interviews presented in this paper are left unexplored,

as are a number of country-specific insights present in the fully transcribed interviews with

Central Bankers, and I hope they will provide a valuable venue for future research.
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Appendix A Interview Design and Methodology

The interviews conducted with Central Bankers were of the semi-structured type: there was

a list of predetermined questions, to be posed in order, but depending on the participants’

answers I would also raise additional questions that had not been planned in advance. For

instance, if a Central Banker said that the e↵ect of a US rate increase on their economy

would be unclear, because it depended on the stage of their business cycle, I might follow

up and ask what reasons might lead him or her to respond di↵erently during an economic

downturn.

I chose to use semi-structured interviews because the subject matter is complex, which

calls for the type of nuance obtained from an unstructured interview approach, but, at

the same time, the objective comparison of interview candidates was important given that

the conclusions would be contrasted with regression results, and such a characteristic is

more typical of a structured interview methodology. The length of the conversations varied,

typically averaging 30 minutes, in line with recommendations in Adams (2015) that semi-

structured interviews be kept under an hour to minimize respondent fatigue.

The semi-structured methodology o↵ers many advantages over alternative approaches, but is

labor and time-intensive, and must be conducted with close attention to research guidelines

in order to obtain candid and comparable answers. I followed the recommendations in

recent literature Miles and Gilbert (2005): I chose questions that were brief, slowly built up

in complexity, and reflected testable implications from economic theory.

The full list of questions is provided below. Depending on the interview, some may have

been skipped if previous answers rendered them irrelevant, or if time was insu�cient to cover

the entire set.

• Question 1: Suppose during your time at the Central Bank there had been a sudden,

unexpected increase in U.S. rates. If your Central Bank had made no changes to its

own policy rate, would you have expected the e↵ect of your country’s output to be

contractionary or expansionary?

• Question 2: Suppose instead that your country’s Central Bank was able to respond to

this U.S. monetary tightening by adjusting its own policy rate. What would have been

the most likely response: increase rates, decrease rates or neither?
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[For those who respond “increase”]: Would you raise rates by about as much as the

United States., or more, or less? Why?

• Question 3: How long would it have taken for that change in your Central Bank’s

policy rate to happen? (Within the month, within a quarter, within the year, longer

than a year).

• Question 4: On a scale of 1 to 5 (with 1 being “not important at all” and 5 being

“very important”) please rate how important the following transmission channels to

your own economy would be, when deciding how to respond to a change in U.S. rates:

changes in bank lending, domestic investment, capital flight, domestic inflation, and

debt sustainability”.

• Question 5: Is a U.S. rate increase equally as relevant as a U.S. rate decrease? In

other words, would your monetary policy reactions display symmetry with respect to

changes in U.S. rates? Why?.

• Question 6: Would you say that financial transmission mechanisms, from the US to

EMs, have changed since the Global Financial Crisis of 2008?
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Appendix B Country Sample

Table 2: Countries in Full Panel

Country First Obs. Dropped periods Notes on period selection

Armenia 2004m1 1990m1 to 2003m12 First stable interest rate path after post-
Soviet transition.

Azerbaijan 1996m3 2016m1 to 2017m1. Currency crisis.

Brazil 1999m1 Stabilization of post-hyperinflation mon-
etary policy.

Chile 1998m1 Stabilization of post-hyperinflation mon-
etary policy.

Colombia 1999m1 Stabilization of post-hyperinflation mon-
etary policy.

Costa Rica 2006m3

Georgia 2008m1 Post-Soviet transition, Russo-Georgian
War.

Hungary 2001m1

India 1990m1

Indonesia 2001m1 Asian financial crisis.

Israel 1995m1 High inflation stabilization.

Jordan 1998m3 First stable interest rate path.

Kazakhstan 2005m5 1992m12 to 1996m6,
2015m11 to 2017m1.

Currency crises.

Korea 1999m5 Asian financial crisis.

Malaysia 1999m1 Asian financial crisis.

Mexico 1999m1 Post-high inflation stabilization, Peso
Crisis.

Mongolia 2007m7 End of semi-hyperinflationary period.
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Nigeria 2006m12 1991m6 to 1996m3,
2015m3 to 2016m5

Currency crises.

Oman 2004m2

Pakistan 1990m1

Paraguay 2011m1

Peru 2001m1

Philippines 1999m1 Asian financial crisis.

Poland 1999m1 Post-hyperinflation and post-Soviet tran-
sition.

Russia 2001m1 Post-ruble crisis.

South Africa 1990m1

Thailand 2000m5 Asian Financial Crisis.

Turkey 2004m1 Post-high inflation period (70%) of the
early 2000s.

Vietnam 1996m1
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Appendix C Regression results under alternative spec-

ifications

This appendix presents LP-IV impulse response functions under a number of di↵erent spec-

ifications and samples.

The first set of results estimates equation (1) with the addition of extra controls. I include

lags for the main variables that would be expected to appear in an EM Central Bank’s

taylor rule: inflation, output and the exchange rate. In addition, I also control for sovereign

spreads, to account for the e↵ects of US monetary policy on global risk aversion, which has

been found to be an important source of international spillovers (Kalemli-Özcan, 2019).

The measure of sovereign spreads is the EMBIG. The variable for output is composed of

monthly economic activity indices (which vary methodologically across countries), or, if

unavailable, industrial production sourced from IMF (2022).

The results from this alternative specification, shown in Figure 15, are qualitatively and

quantitatively similar to those in the main body of the paper, with the exception of the

policy rate for countries with managed exchanges rates: here, the rise in the policy rate

appears to wane after three quarters. One possible explanation for this di↵erence may be

that the rate hike shown in the original results was bundling together the response to the

rise in US rates as well as the rise in country-specific sovereign risk (as in a standard interest

parity condition). Alternatively, the di↵erence in results may be purely driven by the fact

that some countries are excluded from the sample in the regression with additional controls,

because economic activity data is less widely available.

Next, I turn to the issue of capital controls. The monetary policy choice presented by the

Trilemma between following the Federal Reserve or letting the exchange rate float is only

binding when a country has su�cient capital mobility. To corroborate that the regression

results are not being influenced by countries that are not subject to financial arbitrage, I

re-estimate the regressions using a smaller sample, dropping countries with a measure of

capital controls above the 80th percentile, based on the index from Fernández et al. (2015)

updated to 2021. Figure 16 presents the new results.
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Figure 15: Impulse Response Functions (LP-IV with additional controls)
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Figure 16: Impulse Response Functions (LP-IV with additional controls)
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